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ABSTRACT

Design conservatism is the difference between specified and required performance, and is introduced when uncertainty is present. The classical approach of worst-case analysis for specifying design conservatism is presented, along with the modern approach of probabilistic analysis. The appropriate degree of design conservatism is a tradeoff between the required resources and the probability and consequences of a failure. A probabilistic analysis properly models this tradeoff, while a worst-case analysis reveals nothing about the probability of failure, and can significantly overstate the consequences of failure. Two aerospace examples will be presented that illustrate problems that can arise with a worst-case analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Design conservatism is the difference between specified and required performance, and is introduced when uncertainty is present. It can appear in several forms—as a margin added to the performance requirements, or as an overstatement in the associated risk of failure, either in the consequences or the probability of failure. In any form, it forces more resources into some aspect of the design.

In practice, design conservatism is specified and implemented by a wide range of people, from top managers to technicians. In protecting against failures, the designer must ask:

- What can go wrong?
- How likely is it?
- What are the consequences?
- What can be done to reduce the likelihood?
- What can be done to mitigate the consequences?

It is out of this questioning process that candidates for design conservatism arise. Where the consequences of a power outage are severe, facilities supply their own backup power. Uncertainty exists as to how long the power would be out, and how much power would be needed during this period. The design conservatism would be the overcapacity added to the backup power source.

An out-of-control nuclear power plant can go super-critical with a subsequent catastrophic emission of radioactive material. While this has not happened in the U.S., nevertheless Chernobyl makes this a credible scenario. The consequences are sickness, loss of life, and the environmental damage and cleanup costs. Conservatism could be implemented by overstating the likelihood of an accident and the severity of the consequences, and designing to meet environmental requirements consistent with the overstated risk.
2. WORST-CASE ANALYSIS

Worst-case analysis for a design is a technique used to resolve uncertainties, and is one way to implement design conservatism. A design margin is added to bring the minimum performance level of the design up to the maximum performance level that could be required. An additional design margin may be added to account for unknown effects not included in the worst-case estimates. In principle, worst-case analyses negate any requirement to consider uncertainty.

A worst-case analysis for specifying a design may be appropriate if the following conditions can be met:

1. The worst-case scenario for the analysis is truly a worst case.
2. The adverse consequence associated with the worst-case scenario is acceptable.
3. The design consistent with the worst-case analysis is feasible.

For example, if it were not possible for a bird weighing more than 12 pounds to impact an aircraft windshield at more than 600 miles per hour, then a design that could be guaranteed to survive this impact would be consistent with a worst-case analysis. If it were merely improbable that the bird would weigh more, or improbable that the plane would be traveling at a higher speed, then the design would not truly correspond to a worst-case analysis.

With respect to Condition (1), stating that it is not credible that the bird would weigh more, or that it is not credible that the plane would be traveling at a higher speed, is not sufficient. The touted virtue of a worst-case analysis is that you don't have to specify the uncertainty. A statement that a scenario is not credible only says that the scenario has a very small probability of occurrence, not that the scenario is impossible. Thus the worst-case analysis implicitly becomes a probabilistic analysis. Similarly, with respect to Condition (2), the risk associated with the worst-case analysis must be acceptable because the adverse consequence associated with the worst-case analysis is acceptable, not because the probability of occurrence is acceptably small.

What's wrong with designs consistent with worst-case analyses? Nothing, if you can satisfy Conditions (1) and (2), retain feasibility, and spare the additional resources. But this rarely happens in practice. What often is claimed to be a design consistent with a worst-case analysis is more often a design by fiat—the design will perform under stated conditions which may or may not be exceeded—or is a design consistent with an analysis for all credible conditions masking as a worst-case analysis. For example, worst-case analyses for electronic equipment assume that the environment and the power source will be within specification.

Worst-case analyses are most appropriate at the lowest level of systems, such as specifications for electronic parts and circuits, where a detailed analysis of the environment for each individual part would be impractical and unnecessary (Ref. 1). At higher levels in a system, designs consistent with worst-case analyses impact limited resources.

All designs exist in a resource-constrained environment. Thus, exceeding the requirements of one aspect of the design inevitably comes at the expense of something else. The increase in the strength of a structural element comes at the expense of weight—thus reducing payload. A triply-redundant design costs more than simple redundancy.
3. MEASURING PROBABILITY

It is a maxim of good management that in order to manage something you must be able to measure it (Ref. 2). To manage uncertainty and subsequently apply conservatism to a probabilistic design, you must be able to measure the risk--probability and consequences--associated with the uncertainty. While there are undeniable problems with measuring consequences, the greatest controversy arises in the measurement of probability.

Can probabilities be measured—or do they even exist—for events where the probability of occurrence is so low that few if any events have ever been observed? The answer to this question comes from theories of probability. There is little disagreement on how to use probabilities once they have been assigned. Nearly all analyses claiming to be probabilistic use the three Kolmogorov axioms (Ref. 3): (1) Probabilities are numbers equal to or greater than 0, (2) the probability of the universal event (sure thing—something happens) is 1, and (3) probabilities of mutually exclusive events add.

Simple arguments justify using Kolmogorov axioms for the long-run ratio of successes to trials, and probability is defined this way in many probability texts (Ref. 4). This ratio lies between 0 and 1, and these ratios add for mutually exclusive events.

Where few or no events have been observed, probabilities must be based on degrees of belief. One might believe based on some evidence that the probability of rain today is 2/3. Consistency with the Kolmogorov axioms, for example, requires that the probability of no-rain be 1/3. The most commonly used justification for the use of the Kolmogorov axioms for degrees of belief comes from game theory (Refs. 5-7). It can be demonstrated that if you violate the Kolmogorov axioms with respect to your degree of belief about an uncertain event, it is possible for a broker to place a series of bets against you such that you will always lose, independent of the outcome of the event. Contrariwise, if you are consistent with the Kolmogorov axioms, such a series of bets is not possible.

4. PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS

Apostolakis, in his Science article, "The Concept of Probability in Safety Assessments of Technological Systems," lists four steps to doing a probabilistic analysis for a system design (Ref. 8):

1. Structure the problem.
2. Quantify uncertainties.
3. Quantify preferences.

A probabilistic analysis proceeds by constructing a mathematical model representing the alternatives, the uncertain parameters, the consequences, and their interrelationships, and a model representing preferences for consequence attributes. Uncertainties are represented by random variables with associated probability distributions assessed by technical experts.

Preferences for attributes of the consequences are quantified by means of a value function, and it is in the value function that preferences for conservatism in the design should be expressed, e.g., the probability shall be less than one in a million that the design fails, or that one attribute of the consequences exceeds a stated amount. Finally, the alternative is chosen that maximizes the value.
Probability assessment techniques are discussed in the literature (Ref. 9), and have been applied in the nuclear power industry (Ref. 10 and 11). For a book exhaustive in techniques for modeling uncertainty, see Martz and Waller's Bayesian Reliability Analysis (Ref. 12). For introductions to probability assessment, see Merkhofer (Ref. 13) and Apostolakis (Ref. 14).

The product of a probabilistic analysis should include a statement of the central tendencies and spreads of the uncertain quantities. The central tendencies may be expressed as means or modes, and the spreads as standard deviations or fractile ranges. Even more desirable would be complete probability distributions, which can be derived from analysis or from Monte Carlo simulations.

The analysis should include all uncertainties, not just those easily measurable. It should incorporate, in order of increasing difficulty:

1. Uncertainties in the model parameters.
2. Uncertainties in the model selection.
3. Uncertainties in the decision process.

Unfortunately, too often design analyses are called "probabilistic" when only the uncertainties in the parameters of the model are addressed. Rarely are uncertainties in the model selection treated probabilistically, and almost never uncertainties in the decision process.

5. APOLLO RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT

President Kennedy's pronounced goal of getting a man to the moon and returning him safely before the end of the decade of the sixty's initiated the Apollo Project. At times the goal seemed unattainable. Problems and uncertainties abounded--solar-particle radiation and meteoroid hazards, an unknown lunar surface, and issues in designing and testing the Saturn V launch vehicle. The Apollo fire on the launch pad highlighted the difficulty of this project.

A lesser-known problem involved assessing the reliability of the Apollo Mission. George Mueller, the NASA Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight during this period, says that an attempt was made to estimate the probability of mission success using bottom-up, piece-part failure rates and single-point-failure analyses (Ref. 15). When the original estimates for all the subsystems were combined, the probability of a successful lunar landing was about 5% (Ref. 16). Mueller ordered that a top-down estimate be made by looking at the success probability of each major event. The revised number came out to be 90% for the mission and 99% for getting the crew back, a success probability acceptably high.

The subsequent success rate for crews launched and safely returned has shown that the extreme pessimism of the bottom-up analysis was unwarranted. Whether this pessimism was the result of conservative estimates or true beliefs can't be known. Given the limited experience with space vehicles at that time, it seems reasonable that the engineers produced overly-conservative numbers to cover the uncertainties. As the senior manager, Mueller recognized the implications to the project if it really were true that the missions were likely to fail. Here conservatism as applied by the engineers didn't just yield a suboptimal design, it rendered the project infeasible.

This incident has had a lasting effect to this day on how NASA views numerical estimates of reliability. Quoting from a recent NASA Management Instruction (Ref. 17):
"It is crucial that when quantitative risk assessment methods are used, care must be exercised to ensure that all uncertainties are properly included in the analysis, and clearly displayed to avoid misinterpretation and misuse of the results."

6. THE GALILEO EXPERIENCE

The Galileo spacecraft was launched on October 18, 1989 on a 6-year flight to Jupiter, where it will release a probe into its atmosphere, and then go into orbit around the planet. As Jupiter is too far from the Sun for solar panels to be effective, plutonium-fueled radioisotope thermoelectric generators provide spacecraft power.

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Presidential Directive/National Security Council PD/NSC-25 require that all launches with nuclear payloads undergo an extensive environmental impact analysis and review process. NASA, as the implementing agency, produced an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and the Department of Energy (DOE) issued a Safety Analysis Report (SAR). The Interagency Nuclear Safety Review Panel (INSRP), an independent review group, produced a Safety Evaluation Report (SER).

The conclusions of these reports differed in some respects. These differences were used in support of a motion for preliminary injunction against the launch of Galileo by litigating parties (Ref. 18):

"The SER's risk assessments are far more pessimistic than those in the Final EIS. In several instances, risk and radiological effects are 10 to 20 times greater than those in the Final EIS. When, however, the estimates of risk in the SER proved to be higher, by magnitudes, than in the . . . SAR . . . NASA simply rejected the conclusions of the SER . . . these actions violated NEPA . . . "

The Court subsequently denied the motion (Ref. 19):

"While the SER is slightly more pessimistic in its risk analysis, there is no evidence that the difference is statistically significant since both documents indicate that the risk is small. . . . The motion for a temporary restraining order is denied."

Were the differences between the SER, the EIS, and the SAR due to basic differences in engineering judgment, or were they due to conservative assumptions? Subsequent to the release of the SAR, the DOE issued a supplement to the SAR stating (Ref. 20):

"The source terms (plutonium releases) have been analyzed anew but with conservatism removed where it was judged to be excessive."

Similarly, for INSRP's SER (Ref. 21):

( Accident response and source terms incorporate) "reasonable conservatism . . . where understanding or physical descriptions were seriously lacking. . . . the source terms calculated tend to lean towards an upper bound of expectation." . . . (The reentry analysis) "is considered conservative."

While DOE's SAR and INSRP's SER differ, it is not possible to know the source of the differences. The conservative assumptions of both reports masked any differences that may have been due to engineering judgment.

In this and the preceding example, unwarranted conservatism was present. Further-
more, it was introduced in the analysis, which is the wrong place. We all want conservatism in designs—in the buildings we occupy, the planes we fly, and the medicine we take. What we shouldn't want is conservatism in the analysis. In the words of Zeckhauser and Viscusi, it amounts "to lying to ourselves about what we expect" (Ref. 22).

7. CONCLUSION

Imagine that you are the manager for a system undergoing a design review. One of your technical experts says he has done a worst-case analysis of a design that protects against all contingencies. Ask yourself these questions:

- Is the analysis truly worst-case?
- If it is a worst-case analysis, can I afford the design consistent with the analysis?
- If it is not a worst-case analysis, then how did the technical expert specify the most-unfavorable case for the analysis?
- What conservatism would I pick for the design?
- What would be the design if my conservatism were specified?

Design conservatism, properly applied, is necessary in that it protects against failure. This conservatism should appear as a specification for the design, and not a condition on the analysis. The degree of conservatism should relate to the probability and severity of the adverse consequences of a failure and should be traded off against the required resources. A probabilistic analysis properly models this tradeoff; while a worst-case analysis reveals nothing about the probability of failure, and can significantly overstate the consequences of failure.
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